PINE CONE POOL

A fun and memorable playscape that also doubles as an informative
display of the largest forest in the world

The Quebec boreal forest is part of an immense forest massif that
covers half of the country and that also forms the largest intact
forest on our planet, making it the largest terrestrial carbon sink.
The boreal forest consists mainly of conifers, which is a
cone-bearing tree that has adapted to the climate on the northern hemisphere, and has a lot of clever winter adaptations where
for example the conical form and downward-drooping limbs
help them to shed snow better.
In Quebec there are five main species of conifers: White Spruce,
Black Spruce, Balsam Fir, Jack Pine and American Larch.

This project is a small selection of textures from these trees,
where vertical timber logs forms enclosures which is partly filled
with pine cones from that specific tree, creating five small pools
of enjoyment and wonder, like natures own ball pit.
The result will be a fun and memorable playscape that also doubles as an informative display of these members from one of the
most remarkable forests in the world, that is out there for anyone
to explore further.
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PRACTICALITIES
The timber logs acts like a large wooden fence. Every 5th
pole are dugged down in holes with gravel at the bottom to
ensure drainage. The part that is under ground is debarked
and treated with a waterproofing sealant and then finally
cement is poured in the hole.
The rest of the wood are attached to the posts with ropes
that are drilled through the wood.
The end wood are treated and also stands on gravel, as the
rest of the pool also does so the cones wont rot.
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